
509 Revolver Snow Goggle

Introducing the all  new Revolver snowmobile goggle. The Revolver is the next evolution in 
snowmobile goggle technology. Meticulously crafted from the finest materials, no expense was 
spared in the development of the Revolver. With a decade of snowmobile goggle experience, 
we went back to the drawing board and turned our “dream” goggle into reality. The Revolver 
features an oversized spherical snow lens that gives you incredible field of vision. This dual 
pane lens features a vast improvement in anti-scratch technology and the inner pane was 
sourced with only the best anti-fog technology from Italy.

Using rotational quick release technology, the top centre of the lens is secured to the goggle frame. 
The rotational lens mount allows you to pivot the lens upward away from the frame and out of your  
field of view without releasing the lens. This allows you to pivot the lens upward to quickly exhaust 
any built up moisture or fog when stopped without removing your goggles. 

The Revolver features a two part, dual density frame design. The inner frame is made from a 
flexible material that when combined with our triple layer face foam, comfortably contours to 
your face for a perfect fit. A rigid outer frame is secured to the flexible inner frame creating a 
durable mounting surface for the pivot lens. The face of the rigid frame is lined with a moisture 
blocking PORON® gasket that ensures the pivot lens has a moisture tight seal to the frame.

Features:
Pivot lens technology - Quick lens change system - Dual-pane snow lens - Premium anti-fog 
and anti-scratch coatings - Dual frame technology - Two stage outriggers - Removable nose-
mask - Contoured triple layer foam - Silicon lined premium strap.

___________________________________________________________________________________
Available at Innerspace Watersports Inc. Call Toll-Free in BC at: 1-877-549-2040 or local: 

Vernon Store: 250.549.2040  Kelowna Store: 250.763.2040 


